
Tutelage Educational Resources 

UK A-Level Mathematics Scheme of Work 
(Pure Mathematics) 

(Please note that this is meant to be a general scheme of work for both years of the A-Level course and it is NOT linear. The topic headings are 
based on Edexcel’s specification. There will be cases where it will be appropriate to learn parts of certain topics in a different order to the one 
presented here e.g. Parametric Differentiation in Topic 3 (Coordinate Geometry) should be covered after Topic 7 (Differentiation). As such, we 
would recommend using this scheme of work as a checklist alongside other resources)

1. Proof

Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aims: Reinforce understanding and application of problem solving techniques and 
mathematical reasoning; Learn how to use maths to solve real-life problems. Apply 
mathematical reasoning to create robust and logical proofs. Prove mathematical statements 
using the most appropriate method.  

● Problem Solving - Understand the problem solving cycle; Know that simplifying a
problem can help to begin in problem solving; Use algebra to formulate and solve
problems; Interpret your solution in the context of the problem; Generalise your
solution to extend your understanding of a wider problem

● Types of Proof - Prove statements by deduction; Prove statements by exhaustion;
Disprove statements by finding a counter-example; Proof by contradiction

2. Algebra and Functions
Estimated Lesson Time: 15-30 hours 

Aims: Gain a full understanding of algebra in both a conceptual and applied sense. Build 
from linear equations and inequalities, through systems of equations and quadratics; move 
from there to solving and manipulating higher order polynomials using techniques such as 
the factor theorem and partial fractions. Learn how to manipulate rational and irrational 
numbers with fluency, using surds and the rules of indices. Reinforce the link between 
equations, graphs and functions and learn how to transform and map functions onto one 
another. 
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● Surds and Indices - Simplify surds of single numbers leaving the smallest possible
number under the square root; Simplify surd expressions requiring addition and
subtraction and requiring multiplying out brackets; Simplify fractions (rationalising
the denominator); Use the laws of indices to simplify expressions; Understand the
use of fractional indices for roots; Understand the use of negative indices for
reciprocals

● Quadratic graphs and equations - Draw and sketch quadratic graphs; Factorise
quadratic expressions; Solve quadratic equations by factorising; Use quadratic
equations in problem solving; Complete the square, and use it to find the vertex and
line of symmetry of a quadratic graph; Solve quadratic equations by completing the
square; Solve quadratic equations by using the formula; Use the discriminant to
investigate roots of a quadratic equation

● Inequalities -  Solve linear inequalities and illustrate the solution on a number line;
Solve quadratic inequalities; Represent inequalities such as  or ax by ≤  +  

 graphically ax² bx cy >  +  +  
● Systems of Equations -  Solve linear simultaneous equations using a substitution

method and using an elimination method; Solve simultaneous equations where one
equation is quadratic and the other linear

● Polynomials - Understand the terms polynomial and the order of the polynomial;
Add and subtract polynomials; Multiply polynomials by expanding brackets;
Understand the key features of a graph of a polynomial (points where the graph
crosses axes; turning points, behaviour for large values of x); Sketch a polynomial
from its factorised form;  Divide a polynomial by a linear expression; Use the factor
theorem to identify a factor of a polynomial equation; Solve polynomial equations by
factorising; Use the factor theorem to find unknown coefficients in an expression
given a factor

● Functions - Understand the language of functions and function notation (definition of
a function, , domain and range, many-to-one, one-to-one); Recognise and sketch(x)f
reciprocal graphs; Understand asymptotes; Understand direct, inverse and other
proportion; Sketch the image of any graph shown after the various transformations
(reflections in the axes; translations; stretches) and link changes in the equation of
graphs to the transformations they produce; Write the equation of a transformed
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graph; sketch the transformed graph from its equation; Use completed square form 
to translate quadratic graphs; Work with combined transformations on a graph; 
Sketch transformations of the trigonometric graphs; Understand changes to period; 
Understand changes to maximum and minimum values; Find composite functions; 
Find the inverse of a function if it exists, and know the conditions for an inverse 
function to exist; Know the relationship between the graphs of a function and its 
inverse; Use the modulus function to sketch graphs of the modulus of linear 
functions and solve simple inequalities involving a modulus 

● Further Algebra - Simplify rational expressions by factorising and cancelling or using
simple algebraic division by a linear expression, using inspection, long division or any
other correct method; Express algebraic fractions as partial fractions e.g. ;(px+q)

(ax+b)(cx+d)

;(px+q)
(ax+b)(cx+d)(ex+f )

(px+q)
(ax+b) (cx+d)2

3. Coordinate Geometry in the (x, y) Plane
Estimated Lesson Time: 10-20 hours 

Aims: Use coordinate geometry to further understand algebra. Learn the properties of 
straight lines and how to represent them both graphically and through equations. Find the 
equation of a circle and its tangents. Use graphical methods to solve equations by finding 
the intersection between lines and/or curves. Introduce parametric equations as an 
alternative method of describing a graph. 

● Straight Lines - Solve problems involving finding the midpoint of two points; Solve
problems involving finding the distance between two points; Understand gradient as
the rate of change; Be able to find the gradient of a line joining two points; Recall and
use the relationships between gradients for parallel and perpendicular lines; Solve
problems with parallel and perpendicular lines; Draw or sketch a line, given its
equation; Find the equation of a line; Find the intersection of two lines; Solve real-life
problems that can be modelled by a linear function
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● Circles - Find the centre and radius of a circle from its equation; Find the equation of
a circle given the radius and the centre or using circle theorems to find out the
centre and radius; Find the equation of a tangent to a circle using the circle theorems

● The Intersection of a Line and a Curve - Find the points of intersection of a line and a
curve; Understand the significance  of a repeated root in the case of a line which is a
tangent to the curve; Understand the significance of having no roots in the case of a
line which does not intersect the curve; Find the intersection points of curves in
simple cases

● Parametric Equations - Understand what is meant by a parameter and by parametric
equations; Convert between Cartesian and parametric forms of equations; Use the
equation of a circle written in parametric form; Use parametric differentiation to find
the gradient function of a curve defined parametrically

4. Sequences and Series
Estimated Lesson Time: 6-12 hours 

Aims: Introduce the binomial expansion as a sequence with a view to using it in more 
practical applications (see Statistics). Use appropriate notation and language to describe 
sequences and patterns. Formally introduce arithmetic and geometric sequences and solve 
problems relating to them.  

● The Binomial Expansion - Use the binomial expansion to expand brackets to a
positive integer power  using Pascal’s triangle and binomial coefficients; Use the
beginning of a binomial expansion to give an approximation; Find the binomial
expansion of where n is any rational number; Know the condition for thea bx) ( +  n  
binomial expansion to be valid 

● Definitions and notation - Know the language and notation of sequences and series
(finite sequence, infinite sequence, series, sigma notation, increasing and decreasing
sequences, periodic sequences, convergent and divergent sequences)

● Arithmetic sequences and series - Use arithmetic sequences and be able to find the
nth term and the sum of the first n terms
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● Geometric sequences and series - Use geometric series and be able to find the nth
term and the sum of the first n terms; Find the condition for a geometric series to be
convergent; Find the sum to infinity of a convergent geometric series

5. Trigonometry
Estimated Lesson Time: 15-30 hours 

Aims: Review and refresh basic trigonometry, including applications to right-angled and 
non-right-angled triangles. Introduce radians as an alternative measure of angles and 
explain how they relate to trigonometry. Explore trigonometric functions beyond sin, cos 
and tan as well as the relationships between different functions through trig identities. 

● Basic Trigonometry  - Recall exact values for sine, cosine and tangent of 30°, 60° and
90° and use them in surd questions;  Use sine, cosine and tangent of any angle; Use
identities in solving problems and in proofs; Understand the properties of the graphs
of sine, cosine and tangent and be able to sketch them; Solve trigonometric
equations giving all the solutions in a given range

● Triangles without Right Angles - Use the sine rule to find an unknown side or an
unknown angle, including cases with multiple possible values; Use the cosine rule to
find an unknown side or an unknown angle; Use sine rule and cosine rule in real life
contexts including bearings, elevation and depression; Use the formula rea sinCA = 2

1

to calculate the  area of a triangle
● Radians - Convert between degrees and radians;  Know and use exact values of sin
θ, and cos θ for θ = 0, π/6, π/4, π/3, π/2, π and multiples of these; Know and use
exact values of tan θ for θ = 0, π/6, π/4, π/3, π and multiples of these; Know and
use the graphs of sin θ, cos θ and tan θ, in radians; Find the arc length and area of
a sector of a circle, working with radians; Use the small–angle approximations for sin,
cos and tan

● Trigonometric Functions and Identities - Understand and use the sec, cosec and cot
functions; Understand the relationships between the graphs of sin, cos, tan, cosec,
sec and cot functions; Learn trig identities ( ; ;in θ cos  θ  ≡ 1s 2 +  2 an  θ 1 ≡ sec  θt 2 +  2
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); Solve equations involving sec, cosec and cot; Understand andot  θ 1 ≡ cosec  θc 2 +  2  
use the functions arcsin, arccos and arctan including their relationship to sin, cos and 
tan and their domains and ranges; Solve equations involving sec, cosec and cot 
using radians; Understand and use the identities for sin (θ ± φ), cos(θ ±  φ), tan(θ ± 
φ); Know and use the identities for sin 2θ , cos 2θ , tan 2; Write acos θ + bsin θ in 
the equivalent forms r sin(θ ± α) and rcos(θ ± α); Use for finding maximum and 
minimum values and solving equations; Use trigonometric identities in solving 
equations, proofs; problems in context 

6. Exponentials and Logarithms
Estimated Lesson Time: 5-10 hours 

Aims: Introduce exponentials and logarithms and relate them to real-life situations, 
particularly related to modelling. Learn how to integrate and differentiate these functions. 

● Exponential functions - Understand the terms exponential growth and exponential
decay; Sketch graphs of exponential functions showing where the graph crosses the
axes and the horizontal asymptote; Use exponential models for real life situations

● Logarithms - Understand that the logarithm function is the inverse of the exponential
function; Learn and use the laws of logarithms to rewrite combinations of logs as
single expressions and to split up a single log into a combination of logs; Sketch the
graphs of logarithmic functions; Use logarithms to solve equations with an unknown
power

● The Exponential Function - Use the number e and the exponential function in
context; Sketch the transformation of the graph of  ; Differentiate andy = ex y = ekx

use   in problemsdx
dy  

● The Natural Logarithm Function - Understand and use the natural logarithm function;
Rewrite log statements as exponential statements and vice versa; Sketch
transformations of the graph of  n xy = l
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● Modelling curves - Model curves by plotting ln y against ln x for curves of the form
 using the gradient and intercept of the new graph to find the values of k andxy = k n  

n; Model curves by plotting ln y against x for curves of the form  using theay = k x  
gradient and intercept of the new graph to find the values of k and a 

7. Differentiation
Estimated Lesson Time: 10-20 hours 

Aims: Gain a complete understanding of differentiation as a concept, different techniques 
and practical uses of differentiation. Introduce differentiation as an extension of calculating 
the gradient of a curve through tangents. Cover basic differentiation techniques and 
notation. Directly apply differentiation to graphs and use the techniques to describe and 
categorise properties of graphs. Explore more complex differentiation techniques, such as 
the chain, product and quotient rules and implicit differentiation. Use these techniques to 
differentiate different functions (e.g. trig functions, exponentials).Introduce simple 
differential equations.  

● Introduction to Differentiation -  Understand that the gradient of a curve at a point is
the gradient of the tangent at that point; Understand that the gradient of the tangent
can be found as the limit of a sequence of gradients of chords of decreasing length
by looking at data on a table or spreadsheet; Derive from first principles using

(x)f ′ = lim
h→0 h

f (x+h)−f (x)

● Basic Differentiation - Differentiate polynomial functions to find the gradient function
using  and notation; Differentiate functions that need first to be rewritten asdx

dy (x)f ′  
polynomials; Use the gradient function to find the gradient at a given point; Find the 
equation of the tangent at a given point; Find the equation of the normal at a given 
point; Differentiate functions involving fractional or negative powers; Use 
differentiation to solve real-life problems 

● Properties of Graphs - Use  to investigate increasing and decreasing functions;dx
dy

Use  to find turning points; Distinguish maximum and minimum points by lookingdx
dy  
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at the gradient either side of the turning point and by looking at higher order 
derivatives ( ); Sketch gradient functions; Know what is meant by concavedx2

d y2
 

upwards and concave downwards in terms of the shape of a section of curve, and its 
second derivative; Know what is meant by a point of inflection; Use differentiation to 
find stationary and non-stationary points of inflection; Use stationary points of 
inflection when curve sketching 

● Chain, Product and Quotient Rules - • Use the chain rule to differentiate composite
functions, inverse functions and find connected rates of change; Differentiate the
product of two functions; Differentiate the quotient of two functions

● Further Differentiation - Differentiate ekx, akx and ln x and related functions;
Differentiate sin kx, cos kx and tan kx where x is measured in radians; Use the chain
rule, product rule and quotient rule to differentiate functions involving the functions
above; Differentiate functions defined implicitly; Differentiate inverse functions by
using implicit differentiation or by using dx

dy = 1
dy
dx

● Differential Equations - Formulate first order differential equations using information
about rates of change; Find the general solution of a first order differential equation
by separating the variables; Find the particular solution of a first order differential
equation by separating the variables; Solve problems using differential equations
and interpret the solution

8. Integration
Estimated Lesson Time: 10-20 hours 

Aim: Gain a thorough understanding of integration and its applications. Look at integration as 
the opposite of differentiation. Understand integration as a method of calculating an area 
and as the limit of a sum. Introduce techniques for more complex integration (substitution or 
integration by parts). Integrate more complex functions (e.g. trig functions and exponentials). 

● Basic Integration - Understand integration as the reverse of differentiation;
Understand that indefinite integration involves an arbitrary constant; Use standard
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results to integrate polynomials; Use additional information in the question to find the 
value for the arbitrary constant; Use the gradient function and one point on a curve 
to find the equation of a curve; Evaluate definite integrals; Use definite integration to 
find the area between a curve and the x axis; Understand that area below the axis is 
negative; Find the total area of a region which is partly above and partly below the 
axis; Integrate using negative or fractional powers of x; Integrate functions that need 
first to be rewritten as the sum of powers of x 

● Integration Techniques - Use integration by substitution in cases where the process
is the reverse of the chain rule (either by inspection or by writing down the working
for the substitution); Use the method of integration by parts in a range of situations,
including where more than one application of the method may be required and to
integrate ln x

● Integration of More Complex Functions - Use integration to find the area between a
curve and the x axis or a curve and the y axis; Use integration to find the area
between two curves;  Integrate ekx,  sin kx, cos kx and related sums, differences and
constant multiples;  Integrate 1/x, and related sums, differences and constant
multiples; Use partial fractions in integration

9. Numerical Methods
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Look at alternative methods of solving complex problems. Introduce different 
numerical methods to complement the existing techniques that are known and allow 
students to solve problems that may not be possible using other methods. 

● Solving equations numerically - Find an interval in which the root of an equation lies,
using change of sign methods; Know circumstances under which change of sign
methods do not work; Carry out a fixed point iteration of an equation in the form

; Draw associated cobweb and staircase diagrams g(x)x =  
● The Newton-Raphson method - Use the Newton–Raphson method to find a root of

an equation; Represent the Newton–Raphson process graphically; Understand
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problems than can arise with fixed point iteration and the Newton–Raphson method 
and how they can be illustrated graphically 

● Numerical Integration - Use the trapezium rule to find an approximate value of a
definite interval; Decide whether the trapezium rule gives an overestimate or an
underestimate; Use the sum of a series of rectangles to find an upper bound and
lower bound for the area under a curve

10. Vectors
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Review and build on knowledge of vectors. Learn how to manipulate and work with 
vectors (as a basis for further studies in Mechanics). 

● Vector Notation -  Understand the terms vector and scalar; Understand vectors in
two and three dimensions; Express vectors in a range of forms (in
magnitude–direction form for two dimensions,  i, j and k vectors, column vectors,
using  AB  notation; Understand equal vectors; Understand the link between the
coordinates of a point and its position vector

● Working with Vectors - Multiply a vector by a scalar; Add and subtract vectors; Find a
unit vector in the direction of a given vector; Understand that vectors are parallel
when one is a scalar multiple of the other; Use vectors in geometry problems

Estimated Total Time: 80-160 hours 




